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ust under a year ago Anaconda
released its largest scalping screen
yet, the DF512. This heavy-duty
scalper features a high-performance,
two-bearing 12’x5’ screenbox and the largest
feed hopper in its class (8m³).
MSC added the DF512 to its hire fleet at
the beginning of the year and the screener
has been busy ever since. “Feedback from
clients on the DF512 performance has been
exceptional,” says MSC Hire Fleet manager
Dan Meikle. With production rates of up to
350tph, if you’re looking for a screener to rip
through your product, the DF512 is the
machine for the job.
Anaconda’s scalping screens are wellknown for their versatility. Suited to a wide
range of product, including scalping quarry
rock, crusher run, construction and
demolition (C&D) waste, coal, topsoil,
compost, road millings, scrap steel and
more, both the DF410 and the larger DF512

are well-priced for their size and impressive
throughput rates.
Following on from the release of the
DF512, Anaconda has also released an
additional two new products — the FSL100
heavy-duty scalper and the SR514 screener.

FSL100
The FSL100 was one of the new products
Anaconda featured at the recent CONEXPO
show in Las Vegas. It’s a mobile, high-capacity,
heavy-duty mobile scalping unit, capable of
handling up to 600tph. Built to withstand the
rigours of handling material like rock or
demolition concrete, the FSL100 is versatile
and can be used on its own or with other
screening plants. The product design allows
the machine to operate in very confined
spaces. The FSL100, like Anaconda’s other
products, has been designed with focus on
quality, price, and containerisation. The machine
can be decommissioned and transported in a
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low loader or shipped worldwide as it will track
in and out of a 40-foot container (vibrating grid
ships in a separate container).
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SR514
The Anaconda SR514 is a screening and
stockpiling unit designed for a variety of uses.
The SR514 is robust and economical to run
and can screen/stockpile four products at up
to 350tph. The SR514 consists of a track
base, variable-speed, heavy-duty feed
conveyor, double or triple deck 14’x5’
screenbox, main conveyor, transfer conveyor,
and either three or four integral variablespeed stockpiling conveyors.

Tesab crushers
MSC is also once again offering a full range
of crushers. It is now marketing the TESAB
range of impactor and jaw crushers. MSC
director Andy Meikle met with Tesab at
CONEXPO in March and was impressed with
its client-focused values and the quality of its
products. The Tesab crushing range includes
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mobile cone crushers, mobile impact crushers,
mobile jaw crushers, plus static cone, impact,
and jaw crushers.
Tesab can supply all crushers as individual
units or part of a modular crushing system.
Each crusher unit has the same benefits
and performance that is provided by the

mobile machines. Tesab has had more than 20
years’ experience in the industry and the team
at MSC is sure the Tesab range of crushers will
be well-received in the New Zealand market.
For more information contact
Andy Meikle on 0274 939 098 or
andy@mobilescreening.co.nz
www.dealsonwheels.co.nz
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